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Chapter I.
i Intellectual life pervades all phases or history, and -in
order to rind points or . intellectual contact . between two countries,
that: is, what they have -intellectually in common, all lines of activ-
ity niU3t.be studied. This paper then will have to dc with literary
interests, scientific thought, progress or general education, relig-
ous ir.cven.ents, political events to some extent, and social ,. indus-
trial and commercial phases of life - in so far as they have causal
relations with those activities that are sore strictly intellectual.
The first half of the eighteenth century, in a general way,
is the provincial period of the Jinglish Continental colonies. They
had. become royal provinces and were governed. by governors appointed
by the crown. The political connection then. between the two coun-
tries was close, and through this they were .brought closer together
in ether ways. The royal governors were, on the whole, men of
ability and experience and did much to widen the .narrow life of the
colonists and to keep them in touch with the civilization of England.
The good or this Kind- that might have. been accomplished was often
hindered by the enmity that so frequently existed . between the assem-
blies and the governors. . But despite the political aissensions the
governors had. considerable inrluence. u :-on the general tone or life
- in the colonies
.
William Burnett
.
is an example of the afrable, talented Eng-
lish gentleman as colonial governor. He came of a famous English
family and was. himself a man of education and wide reading. He had
not. been governor of iVew xork long . before he married a Miss Van Horn,
daughter of one of the principle merchants or the colony, thus making
other than mere official ties between himself and the people.
Joseph Dudley is another governor whose career is important.
Dudley was American-born, was educated at Harvard, and went into pol-
itics. He. became very unpopular on account ol his connection with
1. Memorial History oi Boston 54, 455. Valentine's History of Isew
York City 256.
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1
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Leisler's death and so went to England and remained there from. 1694
until 1701. Part of this time he was deputy-governor of the Isle
of .Wight and also for a short time a member or parliament. he had
many friends at the court, closest of whom perhaps was Sir Richard
Steele, who said, "I owe many fine thoughts and the manner of express
ing them, to my happy acquaintance with Col. Dudley.
Sir Francis lucholson was lieutenant-governor of .Mew lork
and governor or Virginia, Maryland ana or South Carolina. In the
last two colonies he was the .test-liked and most successful. He was
in Maryland when the news came or Thomas bray's plan oi sending
libraries to the colony. He proposed to the Assembly that. some or
the revenue set aside for furnishing arms and ammunition should. he
•laid out in the purchase or. books. He was governor or South Caro-
lina from 1722 to. 1724, and gave decided < impetus to religion and
4
education. Twelve years before when he was not in the colony at
5
all he had contributed to the support of the provincial library.
One oi the most . successful or the colonial governors was
Alexander Spotswood, governor of Virginia (17KK1722). .Mot a
scholar himself, he valued education, rebuilt William and Mary coll-
ege that had. burned and established mission schools for the frontier
Indians. Hugh Jones writ ing • in . 1724 declared the "country altered
wonderlully and far more advanced and - improved > in all respects since
Col. Spotswood's Lieutenancy Moreover, when he was nc longer
governor he settled permanently in the colony, founded the town ci
>
r
(
Germanna, was deputy postmaster general f or .JNorth America and was
an influential member oi the colony.
. 1. Memorial History oi' boston 332. 2;It|d 334.
3. American Historical ueview II. 6c. 4....C .a ay 66.
5.1tld 462. .. 6. Present State oi Virginia 53.
. 7. Dictionary oi. .National biography.

These colonial governors stand out prominently and show hew
capable royal governors, to some extent , brought the colonists in
touch with the advacing civilisation of England. Political rela-
tions . between the two countries were made closer . by the colonial
agents. These were sometimes appointee for special services and
their term or office was then over. Others were permanent agents
and kept their positions for a longer period. The special agents
were usually, if net always, Americans, and the permanent agents were
mostly Englishmen of colonial sympathies, religious, political or
commercial, or Americans residing -in England. Some of the best
known Englishmen who served as colonial agents were Sir henry Ashurst,
Peter Gollinson, and Edmund Burke. All communications from the col-
onies to the English government passed through the hands or the
agents. Their duties, of course, were chiefly concerned with pol-
itical and industrial affairs, and they were a strong link. between
the two countries.
Some or the American colonial agents deserve special mention.
Increase Mather was the special agent of Massachusetts when she was
seeking the restoration of her charter. he was in England at the
time of the Revolution oi 1688, and cultivated, so far as possible,
acquaintance with prominent men,. both Dissenters and Anglicans,
lie also tried to enlist public sympathy for the appeal of the colony
through the public press. Associated with Mather for a part of
the time was Samuel Sewall.
A little earlier than this. John Winthrop, the younger, was
agent to London for Connecticut, as her charter was also threatened.
lUnthrcp was a personal friend or Sir Robert Boyle, KSiatkins and other
scholarly men who were .just about to organize the Royal Society,
"a society for promoting natural knowledge". Cn account of adverse
l.:lemci4&l History of Boston 21. 2* Ibid 23.

conditions • in England, and > induced i by their friendship for tointhrop,
these men ot science contemplated removing to. Hens London, Connecti-
cut and establishing their society in the .Mew .World, The patronage
oi Charles 1 II,
,
however, decided them to remain > in .England, On
account of the intercessions of these great leaders or science in
behalf of . t«inthrcp ! s cause the King was very generous indeed tc the
2
Connecticut colony.
Probably the most famous, and surely one of the ablest of
colonial agents, was . Jermiah Dummer, agent for Massachusetts for
3
eleven years [1710-21) . and for part of the Line for Connecticut,
also. Dummer was. a graduate of Harvard, and had then studied at the
4
university of Utrecht and remained abroad for several years. He re-
turned to America, but remained here only a short time, soon, being
a pointed agent for Massachusetts, He was a cultivated scholar and
became a great favorite with. Queen Anne and an associate of bo ling-
broke. ..Naturally he parted with his earlier notions of Puritan
strictness and lived the gay court life, but at the same time he was
5
faithful and discreet in serving the colonies. On account of his
wide acquaintance and popularity he was able to be of great assistanc
to his native country, and his services culminated in his famous
"Defence oi the American Charters".
The cultured William ;Byrd cr Virginia was agent and repre-
' 6
sentative oi that colony almost continuously from .. 169? . until - 1726.
lie was on < intimate terms of acquaintance with many people of conse-
quenee, and kept up his . intimacy afterwards . by correspondence.
1. Tyler II, 311,
3* Manorial History of. Boston 82.
6. Memorial History Qt Boston So,
?.Ibid LaaaI.
2,Falfrey II. 529-40
4. Palfrey IV. 28 6.
6, Life and writings of Col. ft'm, Eyrd
XLV.
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Commercial Relations: The commercial re lat ions . between England
and her continental colonies was necessarily close. Notwithstanding
the tact that Lhere was considerable violation or the stringent
Navigation Acts, the colonies still carried on the most of their com-
merce with their mother country. ,.fcut their .ccmr.ie.rce did .not stop
there, ^.Colonial merchants traded. with Continental European countries
to some extent,
.
out more with the various groups ofislanus. Thus
there developed something 01 a wealthy merchants . aristocracy. These
men were cosmopolitan too, rather than provincials. This cannot :be
said of all the wealthy merchants; for Peter FanHj.1, although he ac-
quired a, fortune. ty his extensive trade, was never out of Massachu-
setts after coming there a small boy, and seems . always to have .teen
a mere tradesman. He was perhaps the exception. .At -least, the
princely merchants of Charleston are said to have gene often to
2
Europe to order their gooes 'in person.
The two. test known of these Southern merchants were Isaac
3
iiazyck and Gabriel Manigault. The former amassed his fortune during
the last two decades of the seventeenth century by a trace that ex-
tended to the, West Indies, the Bar Dadoes , England, Portugal, and the
Madeira Islands, His son Isaac was educated and travelled in .Eng-
land,. but he returned to America (1725) and went into partnership with
his father. He re-visited England, at least once,. tut did net stay
long. He was a prominent man > in the colony .being a member or the
Assembly continuously for icrty years.
Gabriel Manigault like the kazycks was of Huguenot descent.
Bents a contemporary gl the younger Mazyck and was the wealthiest cl
all the South Carolina merchants. Probably net an eeucated man him-
seli, he was active. in all public enterprises, and was an especial
friend of the Charleston Library Society.
l.Leeden IJ Hk^m ^^ 2.mcCrady 557. 3*McCrady 401
44lbjd 402. 5 4 Ibid 403.

.1
Peter Sergeant was , a wealthy • London merchant who resided -in
Boston from -1667 until. 1714. He. became prominently identified with
the colony, held many offices, helped to depose Sir . Ldmund Andros,
and married Gov. . William Phips' widow.
2
boston's most prominent merchant, however, was Thomas Amory.
This citizen of -the. world at large, was .born • in • Ireland
,
spent his
early childhood > in the
.
Barbaaoes and received his education at Dr.
Bushby's famous
.
Westminister School. Amory was given the solid
classical training so that he wrote -Latin with ease, and later he per-
fected himself -in Portuguese, French, and Dutch until he spoke them
fluently. He was apprenticed first to a French merchant in London,
but he. soon went into. business. for himself 'in the Azores. .When he
was thirty years old he was made .English, French, and Dutch consul at
Tercira. By. 1719, having .been successful - in amassing a considerable
fortune he propsed closing out his business in the Azores and settling
in South Carolina, >in which place his father had-left him. a great deal
of land* He did . not go directly to Char leston . but made. a tour of
the jn or t hern colonies first. He concluded that he preferred their
climate to that of the South, so he settled permanently* in. Boston in
1?&Q. He still had many .business - inter ests ; a wharf and distilleries
in Boston,
. saw-mills in Maine , .besides trade with the. West Indies,
'6
Oarolmas, Lurope and the Azores. He joined . some of the clubs of
the time » in i Boston, was active- in all her. affairs, and was proud of
4
his adopted home.
l.nemorial History of Boston 90.
4. Ibid 654, 565 , 570,
2.weeden 565. S^Ibid 570.
v •
Ecclesiastical Reactions: In some or the colonies the Anglican
Church was tolerated with rather. bad grace,. in others -it was decided-
ly favored, and in still others -it was regularly established as the
state church. wherever. the Anglican Church was, there existed a
strong ecclesiastical relation between . England and the colonies.
,1
The Lord Bishop of London had the appointing or the clergymen lor the
colonial church. There was usually a commissary .for each colony, or
at • least., for every colony in which the church was at all strong. The
work or this officer was to help establish and maintain the Anglican
Church Throughout the colony?. in fact, tc.be the superior church off-
icer or his appointed district. Dr. James I Blair , commissary of
Virginia, and Thomas, Bray, of Maryland, were the. best known or these
commissaries. There was at one time some talk Qf. forming a separate
.bishopric for America, .but the project was .never seriously con-
sidered. 'It was largely the. idea or a prominent church man who was
S
disappointed • in his position at heme.
The Anglican Church also had a rather strong > influence over
colonial education. In the colonies outside. New England many or the
school-masters were sent over under the auspices or the Church, and
4
.indeed were often clergymen. After 1700 the Society for the Propa-
gation of the Gospel -in Foreign Parts. seemed to have assumed much of
the responsibility of the home church. The Society was petitioned
for clergymen and teachers alike, and , furnished .both. In South
6
Carolina the Society even - initiated a number of free schools. Theoe
retically at least, the church had considerable control over .William
and Mary College. The Archbishop or Canterbury was Chancellor or
the college, and the trustees were • largely church men in England.
Hugh. Jones counted.it very loutunate that upon "emergent occasions"
. l.Present State of Virginia 66. 2. American History Review II, 61.
o. works or Swift All.. 159. 4.McCrady 491.
5. History or Education in Delaware 25-56. Present State or Virginia
79, 6.Mccrady 482.

the college could have recourse to such "Patronage and Direction 1'.
At the same time he acknowledged that these men were diverted ."by .bus-
iness affairs and were prevented. by their inadequate knowledge, and
.by t heir long distance from the college, and the colony, from rendering
as efficient service as they otheri£/se could. King's College,. New
York was also, < in a sense , an .Episcopal < institution and was closely
connected with the church at home.
The Anglican Church was .not alone in helping education. A
striking il lustration of this was. in the middle colonies, Pennsylvania,
.New. Jersey and. New York. .Education - among the Dissenters there was
largely in the hands of the Scotch Presbyterians. As in all new
countries, teachers were few and the clergy commonly conducted private
2
.schools. 'In. 1739 the Synod of Philadelphia took steps toward the
establis^mnt of college or seminary for the whole church. There
were two parties within the church, however, and disputes caused de-
lays. But finally . several ministers decided upon acting • independ-
ently of the ecclesiastical organization. The result was that Princeton
College was chartered in - 1746. Though not officially connected with
the Presbyterian Church, the first board of trustees for the college
o
was composed entirely of members of that denomination, and the Presby-
ter ian influence in it s affairs was always very strong.
.English enterprises for colonial education: The .New . World with - its
abundant opportunities for secular and religious » instruction . appealed
very strongly to philanthropic people of England. There were two
elaborate projects for educating and Christianizing the .natives and
the white settlers. The first of these was the scheme of Thomas Eray
1, Present State of Virginia 28. 2. History of .Education in . New
Jersey 206. 3* Ibid 213.
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for furnishing libraries to all the parishes of America operating
through the Society for the Propagation of the gospel; and the second
was Bishop Berkeley's proposed college in the . Bermudas especially for
the education of Anglican clergymen. Thus these schemes were initi-
ated. by prominent church men and their objects were partly religious,
but it seems .better , on the whole, to treat them as educational
phases of the topic,
Thomas, Bray was appointed commissary of Maryland > in . 1696.
There was. some delay. before he could properly assume his new duties,
.but he was very active in the meantime laying plans and collecting
funds for his future work* It was difficult, as a rule, to find
many of the good clergymen willing to go to the New . World, and Bray
conceived the idea that if generous libraries were furnished the par-
ishes, one inducement would.be added to studious men. He wrote a
pamphlet upon the subject, secured the endorsement of both archbish-
ops and twelve bishops , and began his campaign. Requests were made
to "learned authors" to donate copies of their works, and "merchants,
especially those to the foreign planations, to give money
1
!*
The plan also included libraries for the Deaneries of ling-
land,. but as the work enlarged the home work was separated from the
other. and a separate society was formed for each. Lest the useful-
ness of the libraries should.be limited to the clergy alone, lay
libraries were planned for also, the .books of which were to.be loaned
at the discretion of the minister. The catalogues of proposed .books
for. both the parochial and the lay libraries • included .books in all
.branches of literature , though theology • largely predominated. So
successful was Mr. Bray in collecting f'^ds and. bocks that. by the end
of the year 3699 , .books to the value of £2400 had .been sent to the
I.American History Review II. 61.
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colonies* There were a. number of large gifts of as much as £300
and many smaller ones. Many gifts were from the nobility , and auth-
ors gave their own works as. Br ay had suggested<in the pamphlet.
Bray himself came over to Maryland - in - 1700 .but he did not
stay long, thinking he could do more for the cause of the Anglican
Church in the colonies
,
.by working in . England than. in America, He
was very zealous - in his work for the colonies, up to the very time of
his death (1726) and appointed successors to carry < it on. Still the
work flagged, though it was never entirely discontinued.
Naturally the most libraries were sent to those colonies -in
which the Anglican church was the strongest. .Nearly every one of
the thirty parishes in Maryland had a library, while the whole of ..New
England had. but three. The Middle colonies received a few more, and
Virginia and South Carolina about the same. Some of the libraries,
to. be. sure, were very small. In his first report Mr,. Bray said that
thirty libraries had, been "advanced to some degree of perfection" and
that a foundation of a few . books had. been made in. some seventy others.
As a matter of ract
,
probably half the parochial libraries sent out
contained less than fifty. books. Sometimes the lay libraries were
.sent out also, and of course, then each parish received about double
the. number of. books it otherwise would. The Annapolis • library was
by far the largest and contained about eleven hundred volumes.
About . 1724 Dean Berkeley first .began to agitate his plan of
a great Anglican college. He was such a prominent man, the. best met-
aphysician of his time, that it was inconceivable that he really in-
tended to. bury himself in the , Western . barbaric wildernesses. He was
so enthusiastic upon the subject, however, that the project . became
3
rather common talk among the wits of the day, although their remarks
l,Ibfcd 63, 2,Frazer , 14. 3,Frazer.

about going to. Bermuda and the • like were merely ironical. Still the
people listened to . Berkeley and contributed so -liberally that within
-
1
two years he had collected over £5000. Among the generous patrons
of the plan were the Earl of Oxford, Sir Kobert , Walpole , Lord Perci-
val and Lady. Betty Hastings. The amounts of the gifts were from
£500 down.
In. 1725 a patent for the college was issued , and the .next
year the large sum of £20,000 out of the St. Christopher's land fund
was granted to the college. Everything . seemed to.be progressing
finely and in the autumn of 1728 Berkeley with his wife and a few
2
friends sailed for .Newport intending to make. some preliminary arrange-
ments and then to go on to. Bermuda. But the St. Christopher fund,
was indefinitely delayed, (purposely .by , Walpole) and. so after three
3
cuiet years -in Khode Island ,. Berkeley returned to England. Although
his scheme of an ideal American . University had failed, he still was
4
able to do much for colonial education. in money , .books , .but most all
.by his great influence.
These two were the only definitely organized enterprises for
colonial education, .but they were .not the only instances in which
generous friends in England contributed for that purpose. Not only
were the Anglican colleges , .William and Mary and King's helped but
the others as well. Gifts of .books and money had. been made to Har-
vard from the time , it was first founded and the practice was contin-
ued in the eighteenth century and extended to Yale also. During the
second and third decades particularly, Yale received many contribu-
tions. They. began in 1713 with the gift of Sir. John Davie who had
returned to. England to claim an estate, and culminated • in . Berkeley *
s
princely gift • in ; 1733. Harvard at the same time received one from
1* Ibid. 107. 2* Ibid. 153. 3, Ibid 186.
4.1tjd 192 195.
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the last source. Another liberal .benefactor of Harvard, at least,
was Thomas Hoi lis, a. Baptist clergyman of England.
This interest manifested on the part of .Englishmen » in relig-
ious and educational enterprises . in the colonies tended to. unite
the intellectual life of the two countries. Material conditions in
America were such that the plans were not very successful and yet
they did something to bring the people closer together.
Study and travel abroad: .Not only did England send money , .books
,
preachers and teachers to the colonies , .but the two countries were
.brought in closer contact because the colonies, to considerable
extent, sent their young men abroad to complete their education.
Increase Mather took his master's degree from the University of Dub-
1 2
lin. Paul Dudley studied law at the Temple, and Dummer on the Con-
g
tinent. Three of the most eminent divines or . i^ew .England , Thomas
Prince ,. Benjamin Coleman, and Jared Eliot, made rather extended vis-
4
its to England and the Continent. They probably did not pursue def-
inite study ,. but they were . scholarly men and made travel > in > itself
round out their educations. Coleman was in. England four years, was
well received. by the most eminent dissenting, ministers, preached in
various places, and held a regua^r pastorate for. a. short time at bath.
In the southern colonies the youth were not sent to. England
so much to finish their educations , .but to receive it , foundation
ana all. William Byrd was sent to England when he was . but ten years
olcL Before he was twenty he was studying -in Holland, probably un-
der the supervision or Sir Robert Southwell. Later he entered the
i ?
- Middle Temple as a student of law and continued until 1695 or '6 when
I . 1, Richardson . 126. a. Memorial History of, Boston 351.
3. Palfrey IV, 386. <t. memorial History of Boston 20? and.heeden
688. 6*Memorial History or Boston 207. 6. Life and Writ-
;
-ings or Byrd XLII. 7*Il:id XL1V.
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he was called to the. bar. Sometimes children were sent to. England
at even an earlier age, the parents • accompanying them, and remaining
for part or the time their children were in school. The Pinkney fam-
ily went to England when. both the. boys were under tea* They attended
the Westminister school, and later Christ College, Oxford* Qharies
Cotesworth took a degree there and studied law at the Temple, .but
Thomas did. not pursue his education so far, William Henry Drayton
accompanied the Pinkney family to England, studied law in the Inner
Temple and returned to Som,h Carolina to practice his profession*
Other Carolinians who were educated abroad were Isaac Mazyck, men-
2
ticned .before, and Peter Manigault* The latter was called to the
.bar and practiced » in .England for a time. Subsequently he returned
to Charleston, .but he always signed himself Peter Manigault , < Barris-
ter or the Inner Temple,
-Law was . becoming more and more common as a profession > in the
colonies, and the prospective lawyers naturally went to England to
pursue their studies, Statistics for the first half of the century
are not to be had; but .between . 1759 and. 1786 over one hundred Ameri-
3
cans were admitted. as members of the inns of Court, .Nearly forty
per cent of this number was from South Carolina, and these , at • least
,
.before they entered the » Inns ,were scattered among the various semi-
naries of .England* Most of them upon leaving their homes were rec-
ommended to the patronage and kindness of great, whig families, and
4
some distinguished peers in the, British Parliament, As a part of
their education they were encouraged to frequent the galleries ofth^-
Commons, and thus they knew something of the great political leaders.
But
• law was not the only profession which found favor with
the Carolinians, In fact, the study of medicine probably developed
,l*McCrady 495. 2*Ibid 475. 3*IUd 475, 4. Ibid 477.
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a little earlier. This was natural . because or the number of eminent
physicians • in the colony who were natives or the Old. world and educa-
ted there .before coming to America. These were John Moultrie,,12 3 4
Andrew Hut ledge , .John Lining, Lionel Chalmers, and Alexander Garden.
This
• last was in the colony only from 1750 .until . 17SS, .but his. in-
fluence within that time was great. He was a very learned man, hav-
ing the philosophical and classical education of the University of
Aberdeen .besides his medical education at Edinburgh,
Under the impetus of such men as those . named medicine was a
5
favorite study. In 1734 . William Lull received the degree of Doctor
of Medicine from the University of Leyden. He was the first native
American to take that degree ,. but in - 1749 John Moultrie .Jr. received
the same degree rrom the university of Edinburgh. By that time it
was becoming common for young men to serve an apprenticeship in medi-
cine of four or five years, then go to Edinburgh and take. a degree,
6
and come. back to America to practice.
Thus it was rather an ordinary thing for provincials, of cer-
tain sections at least, to go abroad to study. As early as -1724
Hugh. Jones wrote of Virginia, "As for education, several are sent to
England for it" . The same was true until the end of the century,
and not only true of Virginia but of the colonies farther south as
8
well.
Besides those who went to England to pursue definite study
there were others who went . abroad for other reasons. Robert , Beverly
said as early as. 1705 that all the. better people -in Virginia had, been
abroacL As has. been said the merchants frequently went to order
goods >in person, and prominent men were often sent on political .bus-
iabid.141. a. Itid 414. 3* Ibid 415. 4.nii 416.
5. Hid 418. 6. Ibid 420 ,7. Present State of Virginia 45.
8*McCrady 495. 9«Stedman and Hutchinson II. 270.
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iness. .Benjamin Franklin found himself abroad whemjust a young man,
"L hough he had gone for none or these reasons. But during his eight-
, i
een months in. England, he perfected himself in his trade, read a
great, deal, saw a good many plays, and. became acquainted with such
eminent men as Dr. Lyons, Dr. handevilie , Dr. Pemberton, Sir Hans
Sloane , and air . William - Wyndhanu
Almost without exception these young men after completing
their education returned to their provincial homes and . became > influen-
tial men >in their several colonies. They were centers of the Old
World's education and culture and exerted a -leavening effect. upon the
communities - in which they lived.
! Auto-biography 100.
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Chapter II,
The relations .between the two countries have. been considered
as possible agencies or < intellectual contact. The actual condi-
tions in the colonies will reflect how much was effected through
Lhese agencies*
.Education and Religion: Education followed the same general lines
as it did -in. England* This was natural, for the provincials simply
.built . upon the civilization they .brought with them. All education
at that time was allied closely with the dominant church of the
state. In those colonies then that had the closer church relations
with. England, other thinrs. being equal, the schools and general edu-
cation approached those of contemporary England. .New .England , on the
other hand, tried to perpetuate Puritan England or the seventeenth
century.
In the colleges the curriculum was chilly the classics,
philosophy, and divinity. .William ana Mary, for > instance , as late
as. 1760 had only the following professorships,' professor of the 'Indian
school, of moral philosophy, mathematics, metaphysics, divinity, and
of humnaity (classics). This last professor was the only one that
had an assistant. .Besides these was the president or the college
whose only instructing consisted or delivering a stated number of
theological lectures. The classics and divinity thus received. by
far the most attention. The course seems meager. but Oxford and
Cambridge gave only the same general subjects though the details were
doubtless worked out to a much greater degree or perfection. Hugh
Jones said that as yet (1724) conditions > in Virginia did. not admit
"the nice Methods of Life and Study observed. in Oxford and Cambridge;
though. by Degrees they (the students. in Virginia) may copy from
thence many userul Customs and Constitutions
1
', There is no means
of knowing how far this half-prophecy of 1724 was realized, .but tak-
l.Eurnaby 714, 3. Palfrey V. 217. 3. Present State of Virginia
27*
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inginto consideration the close ecclesiastical relations .between the
college and the heme church, one might .be
:
justified in concluding
that so far as material conditions permitted the mental conditions
of the older institutions were approached.
The curricula at the other colleges were the same as at
William and Mary with the exception that the theology at Harvard,
Yale, and .i\ew .Jersey was of the dissenter's school instead of the
Anglican as at the Virginia college and at King's, .New .England was
:
jealous of any Anglican influence , and guarded carefully against it.
Her colleges were. not entirely successful, however, for some of the
Anglican clergymen contributed of their own works to the colleges, and
their gifts were not refused. In the large collection of. books sent
to Yale ( 1725) .by . Bishop Berkeley , the divinity .books were mostly of
the Anglican school. The collection sent to Harvard was a "simil-
ar one" and the similarity doubtless held -in that respect as in oth-
ers, ! Be sides*!'nomas Hollis, one of Harvard's most liberal .benefac-
tors, -in endowing the Hollis Divinity Fellowship (1727) stipulated
that it should.be open to others than merely Congregational students.
Another Anglicanizing • influence in New England was the Soc-
iety for the Propagation of the Gospel. The library it sent to. Eos-
ton was termed, "An admirable collection of the . best . books for the
use of a scholarly theologian of the Anglican school". Sentiment
throughout i\ew England was rather hostile to this scoiety which was
accused of diverting funds contributed for the instruction of Indians
for the purpose of proselyting the Anglican church among the colon-
2
ists.
Some converts to the .iipiscopal Church were, of course, maae.
The most conspicuous of these was Timothy Cutler, Hector at Yale
College (1722), Cutler went to. England and was ordained an.Espico-
pal Doctor of Divinity. He returned to. Boston and wanted to sit as
Ll.Frazer
.
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overseer at Harvard. The matter caused considerable dissension, for
although harvard was steadily growing more- liberal she was not ready
for such a decided movement as that. In. 1725 Christ Church, the
second .Episcopal Church < in i Boston, was .built , and Cutler was rector
there for many years.
So whether they would or.no, the .new England colleges were
brought. into contact with the later England, the. broader England that
had superseded the Puritanic period of the settling of Puritan col-
onies.
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. in Foreign
Parts was the missionary organ or the Church. Its work was largely
educational , .but it often sent missionaries who were .both teachers
and preachers, The first Anglican minister was sent to Pennsylvania
in 1700. In two years he haa a congregation of five hundred and pe-
titioned the Society for a stipend, The parish was granted £60 for
a minister and £50 for a school-master! In. 1711 the vestry at. New
Castle, Delaware petitioned the Society for a school-master and in
1729 Sussex County did the same. Col. Frederick Jones of. North Car-
olina desired one of the ministers of Virginia to communicate to the
Bishop of London the conditions > in the former colony and to assure
him that if the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel would. but
direct and contribute the local government would debits part to main-
tain any work .begun*
In south Carolina in. 1711 through the help of this Society
a number of free schools were established. In -1722 Gov, Nicholson's
instructions provided that teachers coming from. England had to.be
licensed. by the. Bishop of London, and others by the governor himself.
As a matter of fact practically ail the teachers were from England.
Many were clergymen. One- would go into a: new country, and would.be
1. History of education 'in Delaware 55, 2, Present State of Virgin
ia.79. S.iAcCrady 482 4*Ibji 491.
\
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.both preacher and teacher until the work was large enough to.be div-
ioed and he could get a helper.
Another educational feature or the work or the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel was the parochial and lay libraries that
it sent out. To.be sure, the .books were mostly of a theological
nature, but there were always some .books of a general character.
The library -in Khode 'Island contained seventy-two . books of divinity,
and one geopraphy, two dictionaries, one Greek grammar, and one on
gardening. Thus about fifteen per cent were secular. .What records
are left in other places show about the same proportions among the
different subjects ,though the one at St. .James, Maryland had twenty-
five secular . books out of the whole : number , one hundred and fifty.
All-in all.the • library at, Bat ht own, Pamlico , .North Carolina was the
most representative one of which there as a record. It contained
one hundred and sixty-six volumes. Among them are enumerated eleven
works of history and travel; two of geography; three | mathemat ics
;
three^natural history, three -heraldry
,
three, biography ; four, ancient
classics; four, grammar and languages; five # dictionaries; three books
of essays; two on sports; one, medicine; one, mythology; and one of
poe'try (Hudibras). Twenty-two per cent of this library, then, was
secular, and the remaining seventy-eight per cent religious.
The royal governors as a rule were patrons of learning and
did much to encourage the cause of education. This was very true of
.Joseph Dudley. • In . bestowing commissions he uniformly gave preference
to graduates of colleges and other men of learning. He had preach-
ed for a short time 'in his early career, and was still < interested in
ecclesiastical affairs. . while governor he sometimes lectured to the
clergy on divinity, philosophy, and textual criticism. Upon his
death, the Boston News-letter , .notwithstanding the fact that, polit-
ically there had. been considerable opposition to Dudley,. said of him
1. Memorial History of .Boston 435.
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"he truly honored and loved the Religion, • Learning , and Virtue of .New
.England, and was the worthy Patron and. Example of them. all". Gov,
Burnet was accessible to all classes and so had a wide sphere of in-
fluence. Learning from the captain of a. boat lying over in the New
York harbor that one of his nassesngers had a considerable number of
.books with him,,Eurnet made • inquiries and. sent for the passenger.
Franklin, for.it was he, recorded, "The governor showed me his libra-
ry and we had much conversation of .books and . authors" . Burnet was
governor of Massachusetts after leaving New York,. but for a much
shorter time. Still he accomplished some things for the colony in a
• literary way. The re-printing of one of Dean Swift *s .books in - 1728
2
was nromoted .by him, and a series of literary essays in the New Eng-
3
• land .Weekly .Journal of. 1729 have. been attributed to this governor.
Gov, Belcher came to New Jersey . in 1747 when the New Jersey College
was little mere than a name. He took an act ive interest . in the pro-
4
ject at once and in • 1748 prepared a new and far more liberal charter
than the original one had. been. Thus the governors were often able
to give at least material help to education in the colonies.
South of Virginia there was no college during the provincial
period. Still education was not wholly neglected. Many of the
youth were sent to. England for their education. As has already. been
mentioned, and in Charleston at least, there were . boarding schools,
private teachers and tutors. Nearly every subject was taught.
After . 1712 Latin, Greek,and .English were taught, French and music
after 1733, dancing after 1734 and drawing after. 173 6. This as more
of a nolite or purely cultured education than the northern colleges
6
.
gave.
Lectures were also somewhat common in Charleston and were a
part of the educational forces. The South Carolina Gazette has
1. Franklin Auto-Biography , 74.
History of Boston 40G.
Jersey 217, 5,McCrady 491.
2, Palfrey IV. 384. 3. Memorial
4, History of. Education in New
6. Memorial History of Boston 413,

many announcements of lectures, such as these. A Mr, Anderson lec-
tured on. Natural Philosophy (1?39); Samuel Domjen, having in his tra-
vels in Europe studied and :r.ade wonderful experiments with electric-
. ity, announced that he would give public experiments at a certain tav-
ern . Wednesday and Friday afternoons, and when desired would show ex-
periments at private houses (October 31 , , 1748) ; in . 1752 . a Mr* Jivans
gave two courses of lectures on Philosophy, lecturing every day . but
Sunday; Robert Skeaday A, b, in . 1754 gave a course on. Natural Philo-
sophy ,. including within his subject astronomy, mechanics, hydrostra-
tics, and optics; and in. 1765 Mr William .Johnson advertised a course
of lectures on electricity, the explanation of the lightning-rod,
with all the latest experiments, Franklin's and others.
Pennsylvania had no college until the middle of the century,
.but she had an excellent substitute in the .Junto Club. This was for.
2
med about 1730 and had a continuous existence for . nearly forty years.
It. was a school of philosophy, morality, and politics. A great var-
iety of subjects were discussed, and very ably too. .Queries were
announced a week ahead so that the members might.be reading and think-
ing upon them. The • limited number of .books available for study was
felt very keenly, Benjamin Franklin, who. became the most famous
member of the Club, conceived the- idea of a subscription library. A
canvass was made which resulted in fifty subscribers. The. books
were ordered through Peter (Jollinson, an englishman of wide interests
and a patron of all enterprises of learning. He was > in sympathy
with the project and sent a. note expressing his friendliness and his
appreciation of the project, as well as two extra. books put in at his
own 'expense. The first. books were received • in . 1732 , . and were a
great - incentive to reading and study. "Reading became fashionable",
and as for himself, Franklin said that the library furnished him the
l.McCrady 492-3. 2. Autobiography 141-3. 3. l id. 140.
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means of > improvement by constant study. The library was augmented
.by donations and seems to have flourished from the first*
The membership of the .Junto Club was limited to twelve, so
arter all it could. not wholly take the place of a regular college.
There were often • inquiries for admission upon the part of those desir-
ing social and intellectual fellowship , .but the original number did
not care to open their doors farther. Instead they undertook to
2
establish a number of similiar subsidiary clubs. jiach member was to
organize a club similar to the parent Junto. All these subsidiary
clubs. were to.be kept secret from each other,. but the progress of
each was to.be reported-in the Junto. Five or six of these second-
ary clubs were fairly successful, so that the - influence of the origin-
al club was very much extended.
A few years later (1744) the American Philosophy Society was
organized. Franklin was the leader. in- it also, and of the nine orig-
inal members six, at least were members of the Junto Club. The one
was an outgrowth of the other, if net an organic continuation. Fin-
ally both of these clubs were associated with Franklin in the found-
4 .
ing of the Pennsylvania College.
There was another philosophical society -in America of even
an earlier date. This was the Society of Knowledge and Virtue organ-
ized in Newport, Rhode Island during Bishop Berkeley's visit there.^JM'
It did .not attract much attention, however, . nor wield much direct in-
fluence until after . 174? when Abraham Redwood left £500 "to purchase a
•Library of all the Arts and Sciences"/ As a matter of fact, most of
the books purchased were classical and theological, those. being the
lines of study "chiefly pursued. by scholars" of the day. The Red-
wood Library was very famous from that time on. It was attractive
enough to -induce Dr. Ezra Stiles to fix his residence in. Newport.
l.Ibed 170. 2«Ibed 200. 3. Auto-Biography 213.
4.1bed224. (LL^rfK^ ' * /f*
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The interest and pride taken in the library is shown in the fact that
the town subscribed £5000 for a . building which was completed in . 1748.
In the other colonies there was nothing exactly similar to
• 1
these organizations , .but the Charleston Library Society served the
same purpose in one respect, that is, the impetus given to general
education. by the founding of a library, Seventeen young men of Char-
leston associated together to raise funds to procure new pamphlets
and magazines from .England. .Within. a year they had organized with
one hundred and sixty members and had arranged to acquire becks as
well as pamphlets, There was delay in securing an act of incorpora-
tion, but this being obtained. in 1755, the society flourished from
then on. The library received regular additions from annual pur-
chases and frequent individual donations. .Wot much is known as to
the character of the books ,. but the minutes of the Society show that
considerable discussion took place as to the proportion of funds that
should.be expended for classics, The scope of the Society's plsn
extended to the endowment of an academy to encourage men of litera-
ture and the. better to instruct the youths in the branches of a lib-
eral education.
Other libraries sprang up simultaneously almost with these.
The Providence Library was established in. 1753 and one in. New York in
1754, A number of men in. New York felt the lack of. booksm their
town so clubbed togsther and in a few days had raised £600 which was
expended for "new well-chosen books", The.Winyaw Indigo Society,
.begun in. 1740 as a mere social club, by 1755 had established a school
5
and had. begun the accumulation of a library.
All over the colonies there seemed to.be this craving for
books. The colleges probably felt it from the first of the century
l.Keport of Commissioner of Education 1876. 2,ivicCrady 511,
3,Keport of Commissioner of Education 1876. 4. Hid 14.
5, Ibid 13.
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as President Blair of William and Mary in a letter to England in. 1723,
said that a library was the chief want of the college, but during
the third and fourth decades there seemed to be a general awakening
and a renewed desire for the learning that. books could give. The
Bray libraries had .been premature, perhaps , for in . some • instances they
had. been completely • lost after the first ten years.
In. .New xork there had been two abandoned collections of
.books, one presented in 1700. by a Rev, .John Sharp, chaplain of Lord
Bellamont and the other in 1729 from an Anglican clergyman > in .England
through the Society for the Propagation or the Gospel, These books
were seemingly forgotten, but when the new library was rounded there
in. 1754 these old collections were donated to it. The Society for
the Propagation or the Gospel was almost > inactive during the second
quarter or the century as but four .new libraries were sent out be-
tweon the time of bray's death (1726) and the, War of Independence,
and. but few accessions were made to those already established, but
.books tne people were determined to have jit, seemed , and. so they for-
med their own library societies.
The Reading of Contemporary .English- Literature: Transfer of thought
takes place naturally with reading. The provincials could keep - in
touch with intellectual life in England. by reading what the English
people did, and especially . by reading contemporary English literature.
Some of the colonists did this more, perhaps, than would at first.be
surmised. In. 1714, for instance, through the • influence of .Jermiah
Dummer, the following authors contributed of their own works to Yale
College: Richard Steele, Sir Isaac Newton, Dr..Bentley, Dean Rennet,
Matthew Henry , .Edmund ualamy, and Sir Richard ; Blaekamore , poet laur-
eate at the time. Some of these names are not very familiar inowj hut
iiltoid 26, 2,i.icCracy south Carolina as a Royal Province 510-12,
^Report of commissioner of .Education • 14, 4. American History Re-
view II,. 75, 5, History of Education in Connecticut 75.
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they were contemporary eighteenth century writers.
, 1
In. 1725 a Mr. Daniel Turner of London. sent some or his own
works on Physic and ohirurgery ana a collection or other valuable
.bocks upon the same subjects, and a large volume or Ccwper's anatomy
besides. 'In return the trustees sent him a diploma rrom the college
conferring upon him the title, Doctor or Physics,
2
Of the .books sent .by i Berkeley probably the largest number
were Greek and Roman classics, lor they occupied the most prominent
places 'in any collection. Divinity .books rank. next and these were
mostly Anglican and were doubtless the latest and best. Modern phil-
osophy was represented : by Bacon (1561-1628) and Locke (1632-rl7G4) of
the first ana second halves or the seventeenth century respectively,
ana Berkeley himself rrom the eighteenth. .Newton, remberton, and
Keil were the most important mathematicians. .ho authors were men-
tioned as representatives fin the long list of .books in natural his-
tory and medicine." In subjects so popular, however, the works of,
at least, the men down to, 1700, such as. Boyle:, would surely . be in-
cluded.
The list of poets is a fairly comprehensive one. Spenser,
(1552-99) .Ben .Jonson (1575-1657), ana Shakespeare (1564-1616) repre-
sent the sixteenth century, Milton, Cowley , , Butler Waller , and
Dryden fall wholly within the seventeenth century though rrom the
first to the last there was the tremendous change from the Puritan
type to the cool, polished, rational form of the Restoration period,
besiaes these writers of the preceding generation, there were inclu-
ded Steele, Prior , iBlackmore, rope, and Swift whose activities fell
entirely within the eighteenth century. 'Indeed the two last were
still writing at the time the donation was made*
. 1. Report of Commissioner of .Education 1876 29.
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In the fourth and fifth decades Yale did not. seem to receive
so many girts from .England . and so it is .not . surprising that Rector
clapp should. say in- 1765 that although there were "many valuable mod-
ern, books on Divinity, History, rhilosophy, and Mathematics there are
not many authors who have written within these thirty years 1'.
Harvard. and- William and Mary do not show as full records as
does Yale,. so that the contents or their libraries can . scarcely i be
guaged. .Queen Anne and the first two Georges . are . said to have con-
tributed . books., to the • latter , but - its library was very small until
-1745 when Dr. . Blair . bequeathed his own private collection of six or
seven hundred volumes to the college. If Harvard contained any con-
temporary literature .before . 1764 when her • library was destroyed .by
fire, it was. not considered worth mentioning - in the .broadside of the
library contents that was issued subsequently. To.be sure, the
works of boyle and. Newton are mentioned, -but , anything . akin to the so-
called polite literature - is .not .noted > in the abstract of the. books,
riot that they were entirely wanting probably , .but .because they were
few 'in number and very unimportant compared with tne Greek and Roman
classics, the Hebrew collections, and other kindred subjects. It is
known that there was.no copy of Shakespeare > in the Harvard Library
until after 1709, or of Milton until -1720, But even these facts qo
mot. signify that the colony was mot > in > intellectual contact with
England, i because Shakespeare at that time. was. not the . acknowledged
'6
master-poet he -is to-day.
The libraries of King' s , .flew .Jersey , and Pennsylvania coll-
eges were. so. new as to.be hardly worth considering. Two of the sub-
scription libraries, however, should .be noted. The first > intention
or the Charleston Society was only the acquisition of current pamph-
lets. .Books were soon - included however, and probably assumed the
2,Memorial His
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more conspicuous place. At least the minutes show discussions as to
the proportion or funds to.be devotee, to classic • literature. The
contents or the Philadelphia - Library reflect in a general way, the
taste or the members or the .Junto Club, and piratically or . benjamin
1
Franklin* The amount or polite • literature was small, and or theolo-
gical and controversial tracts there was scarcely one. Travels,
science, philosophy , .natural history, ana the mechanic arts were well
represented. The. subjects or the discussions • in the club would indi-
cate that 'in philosophy and the physical sciences particularly, mvfr
the members thoroughly abreast with the . best European thought.
There are occasional lists or. books -in wills and ' inventories
that 'indicate the kind or literature that was read. .James Logan had
the largest private library in Pennsylvania. his .books as enumera-
ted in his will show a great preponderance or Greek and Latin authors,
but there are also the modern mathematicians, three editions oi.Lew-
%
ton, Dr, , Watts, halley ana others. .John . Winthrop , the younger, 01
Connecticut had the latest works. upon the subjects or physical soien-
ces in which he was so deeply » interested* Among his scientific
.books were works dating from the middle or the seventeenth century.
These
v
were .new .books for the t ime ,. because there was not the multi-
tude or writers that there are to-day. The-library of -John. Eliot of
harvard (1719) consisted or two hundred and forty three volumes,
mostly old histories, sermons, and a few works on medicine and law.
There were, however, two volumes or the Tatler, almost the first Queen
Anne literature to.be round in New .England* Among other remembered
titles were works qf Calvin ,. bacon , and. Baxter, or the preceding
centuries, and the ancient classics.
l.Keport of Commissioner pf .Education '> 1876, 9*
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.Booksellers undoubtedly kept the .books for which there were
demands. A catologue . issued . by one .book seller in , Boston (17M)>is
suggestive. It included .books on divinity, medicine, geography,
history, mathematics, and the classics ,. between eight and nine hun-
dred titles >in all. Among the poets, dramatists, divines and histor-
ians represented, six lived wholly within the seventeenth century,
while sixteen .belonged to the first
,
quarter of the eighteenth century.
Moreover, Southern, Pope, ana Swift, who are three or the. sixteen,
were still alive . in 1724 when the catalogue was published.
i'he collected writings of Locke and or Addison were offered,
.but in most < instances there were only one or perhaps two volumes or
the various authors. Thus several works of Dryden, Steele, and
Swift are mentioned, .but only Hubibras . by i but ler and the Translation
or the /Iliad l by rope. Shakespeare and Milton were .not mentioned at
all. It seems strange that Milton who was one or the stanchest
Puritans in England was so little read in.i\ew England, the last
stronghold or Puritanism.
g
In a list or. books printed in America before the Revolution
the whole number or reprints or English publications down to. 1741 was
only about twenty. Palfrey :.n ames twelve or these with the Gate of
the reprint. Six were works by distinctively seventeenth century
men, as. Baxter, Taylor, andBunyan; one. by a writer or unknown date;
and rive. by writers of the contemporary period. The most . important
or these last were Leslie's Short and Basy Method with Deists, 1719,
. watts' Version or the Psalms reprinted 'in 1729, and one of Swift's
books .in. 1728. Prom that time on (1741) the practice or reprinting
English publications probably increased more rapidly. Three years
later Richardson's Pamela was reprinted only two years after- it had
come out • in England.
1. Palfrey IV. bS4, 2. Palfrey V. 218.
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The south -is generally understood to have haa closer social
and commercial relations with. .England than did ..New .England , and one
would infer that it had a. better acquaintance with her contemporary
literature. In all the colonies south or .New England the polite
literature of the day did . not have to combat the strong seventeenth
century Puritanism of the Dissenters, As many or the southern youth
were sent tonurope to.be educated, those, at least, surely had a
knowledge or the current poetry and plays.
The only library , the contents or which 'is known accurately
.1
is that of . William, byrd. -It contained about four thousand volumes
and was
. a very comprehensive collection. It . included modern history
and travels, Boyle's works > in chemistry and Kay ' s . in i botany , and
.books on astrology, medicine, gardening and animal husbandry. Among
the strictly literary writers are the earlier names, Chaucer, Spenser,
Shakespeare , .Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher . and others. The seventeen
th century is respresented . by Milton, Cowley , Locke and Dryden. The
eighteenth century essayists are represented . by sets (complete or par-
tial) of the Tatler, the Guardian, and the Spectator ,. but there as mo
mention of Pope, Thomson, and their associate poets, nor of the first
novelists, Fielding, Smollet and others or the school.
i Besides the . bare lists of. books there are personal refer-
ences that show some acquaintance with the eighteenth century liter-
ature. Franklin read one volume of the Spectator . about . 1721 or 2,
This was his first taste of that style of • literature . .but > in . 1750 he
6
quotes from AdGison's Cato and one of Thomson's poems. He read a
great deal while > in .England and very poSsibly these .quotations might
.be from something he had read while there. Before he left Boston
at all he read some arguments purporting to refute the claims of the
Deists. This might .be Leslie' s .book on the subject which had. been
1. writings of William Byrd 415-44o.
47.
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reprinted > in .New England .just about that time.
Pope was known to some extent in America,. for the verses of
the day have allusions that show some familiarity with his poems, A
Francis Knapp of , Watertown-is credited with a poetical address (1715)
to Mr. Pope on his. Windsor Forest. There is a letter extant, too,
from Mather Byles or Boston to Alexander pope. It - is full of extrav-
agant praise making • specif ic mention or the Guardian, Windsor Forest,
the Kape of the Lock, and the Translation or the Iliao. The letter
goes on to say that he has enclosed specimen poems that he (Pope)
may see "the improvement among us in the Study or the Muses under
your ; influence H, The acquaintance thus .begun .between Pope and Byles
was continued and Byles was sent a copy of the Odyssey.
Beniamin Colman was a. widely read man and in his sermons oft-
en referred to eminent Bnglish clergymen, and, at least once, in his
election sermon of 1718, quoted from Kichard Steele. Colman was the
friend and correspondent of Bishop Kennett, Dr.. watts, and of Mrs.
Kowe. The latter was the wife of the poet Thomas Rowe and herself
a somewhat distinguished writer of prose and verse, writing under the
pseudonym, "Phiomela". Colman had. become deeply attached to her
while he was in England, and continued his correspondence with her
for a long time. She rejected the suit of Matthew Prior andaiter-
4
warus married Kowe.
Dr.. watts, the famous hymn writer, was rather well-known - in
America. He carried on a friendly correspondence ^with Mather, Byles
.and sent him his. books as fast as they were printed. He. also corr-
esponded with, Benjamin Colman, Gov. Belcher, Dr . Boylston and. Cotton
Mather. In a letter to the latter in . 1717 he sent some verses,
"
fruits of some easy hours this last year".
^Memorial History of Boston 427. a. Tyler II. .174.
3. Palfrey IV. 384. 4. Tyler II. . 173. 5. Memorial History
of .Boston 427. 6.1tid 430-31.
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In the Journal and -Letters of .Eliza Lucas Pinkney there are
references that show. a knowledge of eighteenth century England. She
.noted that she hac. seen the comet Lhax .liev.aon hac. foretold would app-
ear in. 1741. Qne -letter .shows that Pamelas poem The Hermit has
been under discussion .between herself and Col. Pinkney* Another
2
letter . not dated, persumedly written > in < 1742 and certainly . before
.1744, she commented upon the story of Pamela and said, "I am sending
.by. bearer the last volume to Mrs. Pinkney'!. The • last of Pamela had
only . appeared . in - 1742.
The .newspapers and periodicals made rapid progress in the
colonies from the second decade on, and were very important . factors
i in i bringing .England and the colonies closer together. The first
newspaper was established in . Boston • 1704. This was the famous, Bos-
ton
.
News-Letter. For about twenty years* it was little more than a
compressed reprint of the London papers. The . important State papers
were reprinted as they were .issued, the progress of the European
wars, and great events, in the world at large were regularly though
tsrdilv recorded. The first papers 'in the other colonies were the
" 4
same type.
These supplied the political and general . news , to.be sure,
.but the editors .became more ambitious, or their readers mace larger
demands. The, Weekly Rehearsal (Boston 1751) sometimes printed ess-
ays from the .best sources. The American Magazine and Historical
Chronicle (Boston 1745-6) was modeled. upon the London Magazine and
aimed to supply its intelligent reac.ers with the. best thought and
literature. Much of the matter init was or iginal , i but some was
copied directly from. European sources. Franklin considering his
Philadelphia Gazette as a means of communicating - instruct ion "frequ-
l^Ibfi II. 2.IUM8. 3. Memorial History of, Boston
390. 4*McCrady 506. Valentine 295. Franklin AutO-
Biography./^^ S. Memorial History of Boston 400.
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ently reprinted - in » it extracts from the Spectator and other moral
writers"
.
Probably more than the regular newspaper , the-annual alman-
acs helped to disseminate culture and • learning among the colonists.
Almanacs were published even>in the seventeenth century,. but did .not
reach their greatest development until well along in the next. At
first they were much the same as the conventional .European almanac,
made up mostly of astrological prophecies. Gradually there were add-
ed. bits of history, verse, proverbs, and: jests.
The two most famous alamnacs were those of .Nathaniel Ames
3
of Dedham, and Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac. The first was pub-
lished continuously from. 1623 until 1674, and the second from. 1752
until 1755 , and had • after - it was. well established an annual circula-
tion of ten thousand. The authors of .both these publications had
the spirit or public educates and they put into their almanacs choice
fragments from the . best literature. Franklin .borrowed rrom . Eacon,
Rabelais, Rochefoucauld, Steele, DeFoe, Swift, and others, while
Ames quoted from Addison, Pope, Butler, Thomson, Dryden, and Milton.
.Newspapers and periodicals first became an important factor
in England during the early part of the eighteenth century. What
has already . been said of the colonial editors copying from the .news-
papers and the London Magazine would show that they were fairly well-
known in the colonies, In. 1751 the Gentleman's Magazine was first
published, 'It was a comprehensive periodical and covered practica-
lly, ail the interests of the day. This also was read to some extent
in America. Communications from the colonies were .not infrequent
and sometimes these referred to items that they had read in previous
numbers of the Magazine.
1, Autobiography . 2. Wendell . 79. Tyler II, . 120,
S.Tyler II, .122. 4. Tyler II. 123.
5, Gentleman's Magazine 22: 208, 560.
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Colonial Literature: If then, the colonists had some knowl-
edge or the prevailing literature of England limited though it was,
that knowledge roust in turn have influenced their own litery attempts.
•It was .not an age of great literature in England. Her greatest ach-
ievments of the century were in scientific pursuits, commercial enter-
prises, and military . successes. Still the literature , if :not the
greatest, had an indiv idual ity of its own that was .bound to make it-
self felt, There was a great deal written in America, particularly
in. New England and a considerable part of it was published. Down
to. 1700 >it was practically all sermons, tracts, or something written
for theological controversy, and was .not, and did, not pretend to.be
literary , in character. This gradually changed and . Whitcomb' s chron-
ology of literature published .between 1700 and. 1775 gives only about
rifteen per cent as decidedly religious, about the same as histori-
cal, twenty per cent as political . and . an equal amount posing as lit-
erature
,
with the remainder made up of scientific work, periodicals
and the like.
Though the religious writings were in much smaller propor-
tion than formerly, they were still a very important part of the
whole, and of that published down to. 1763 would exceed in amount and
.quality the political writings. Down to that time. by far the. ablest
men in. New England were in the ministry. The. best known of these
I
.New .England clergy are the Mathers, Increase and Cotton, Thomas
Prince, .Jonathan .Edwards, Benjamin Colman and Mather . By les.
The Mathers were seventeenth century men to all intents
and purposes, that had somehow goLteninto a later period than their
own. Their ultraxonservat ive or Puritanic views were not those of
the leaders of Massachusetts for the elder Mather was removed from
the presidency of Harvard college; in. 1701, and so ended to a large
degree, the public leadership of .both himself and son. Cotton Mather
is one of the two or three pre-revolutionary men famous . in a literary
way. He wrote a great deal i but nothing worthy the .name of-liter-
.1. Wendell ,78. 2. Wendell 46.
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atu^e. He has. been called "the last and most disagreeable represen-
.1
tative of the Fantastic school"* His writings are full of . strained
analogies, unexpected images, and pedantry. His style was distaste-
ful to his contemporaries, :but he persisted that it was *'the:best way
of writing".
In marked contrast to Cotton Mather's clumsy , ornate style is
that of Benjamin Colman. His sermons are "fluent, polished, modern
2
in tone, Addisonian, with a rich and. ample movement". His literary
: manner was formed. by the study of English • literature. In all his
writings there was. a tolerance and a. breadth of view that was unusual
then, "It , is > indeed .best to err on the charitable side", was his
view. He was not a weak sentimental character, .but was firm without
dogmatism. He stood stanchly.bv Dr. Boylston in the . inoculation
3
controversy. He sent the first * invitation to whitefield to visit
4
America. and steadily resisted the animosities that grew out of the
6
revivals,
Jonathan Edwards was mentioned as one of the foremost minis-
ters of .New England, He was more than that, he was America's first,
and 'is still perhaps, her greatest philosopher. He was such an i inde-
pendent thinker that one can scarcely tell wherein he is indebted to
his contemporaries and immediate predecessors. At the age of four-
teen he read Locke greedily. but at the same time critically, and that
6
writer's stimulating influence is evident more or lessdn Edwards'
writings*
.Edwards was a philosopher of the . Berkeleian school^too. As
early as -1719 he showed an acquaintance and acceptance of Berkeley's
new views. It is not known^but probably Berkeley 's .books that had
. I.Tyler II. 87. 2,It|d 174. 5, Memorial History of Boston
422, 4, 6 4 Ibid 425.
6. American Iiintorioal Keview 128 : 287.
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come out about ten yesrs before, were in the Yale Library or in the
private possession of some one in connection with the college. He
did not .become personally acquainted with , Berkeley when the latter
was in America, though Samue 1 .Johnson another Connecticut clergyman
and a keen thinker, visited Berkeley several times and was a convert
. 1
to the "Mew Principle" launched . by the English philosopher*
As a theologican Edwards was a Calvinist of the deepest dye,
and he. brought to the defense of that theology his unsurpassed abil-
ity as a- logician. He had . no sympathy with the more moderate .Eng-
lish Calvinist leaders, as Watts and Doddrige, .but carried out the
doctrines of the sect to their ultimate conclusions.
Thomas Prince shared with Cotton Mather the reputation of
being the most learned man in New England of the eighteenth century.
Besides his education at harvard Prince travelled eight years abroad
and hac. thus a wide acquaintance with life outside of books. Though
pastor of South Church for forty tears and an able theologian, he
was also a diligent student in philosophy, science, literature and
4
history.
It is as an historian that princess chiefly remembered.
His Chronological History of .New England in the Form of Annals (1756)
was a genuine piece of historical work and the best published in
America up to that date. his aim in all he presented was accuracy
and fairness. His history is largely just the .bare facts , but > it
is trustworthy. His name .is also closely associated with The New
England ..Journal a newspaper of a semi-literary character established
in Boston in 1727. He was one of the counsellors and advisors, and
an occasional contributor. .Besides he did almost all the writing for
l.Prazer -174. 2. L^rionn HiDtoTiral- .Review 128 : 293.
3. Tyler II, ! 144. 4. Memorial History of Boston 426.
5, Tyler II. 146. 6. Memorial History of Boston
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the Christian History (1743-45) which grew out or the white lie Id rev-
ivals, - It is important now for the personal . biographical sketches
it contained and the just representation or an . important phase of the
•life and spirit of the time*
Mather Eyles was credited as one or the chiet editors of the
.
Weekly Journal. He was renowned as a wit, a poet, man or letters,
theologian, and a pulpit-orator. He had considerable literary fac-
ility and wrote the regular Fopean verse with ease. This skill he
turned to good advantage in phasing and modulating his prose. His
sermons were marked. by fresh and striking views of things,. by courtesy
of tone, and. by common sense. He consciously studied to make his
style as pleasing as possible. With such a man as he. in the editor-
al chair no wonder the essays of the , Weekly Journal were of "much
literary merit" graceful and sometimes humorous. Pope with whom he
corresponded, was delighted with what he was pleased to call his viv-
3
acity and genius.
This. New England .Weekly .Journal (172?) gave some little att-
ention to news but was devoted in the mam to literary attempts. In
one of the early numbers the editor took the name of Proteus -Echo EsqJ
and sketched the members or the society that was purported to contri-
bute Lhe essays,- I plan directly borrowed, doubtless, from Addison's
famous Spectator Glub. The characters were probably fictitious , .but
the young, ambitious provincial writers . imitated the form and
spirit
or the English essays with some ingenuity and success.
The weekly rehearsal (1731) was a still more ambitious att-
empt, in that it aimed to.be more purely literary. Jermiah Gridley
and Thomas Fleet were successively its editors. The former
showed
an excellent appreciation or the. Queen Anne writers and possessed
an
1« Memorial History of .Boston 400.
4. Ibt a 499.
400.
2. Itid 398. 3.1tld 427.
^Memorial History or boston
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elaborate and ambitious style. Fleet perhaps was not so. brilliant
a writer, but he was original and witty, and the magazine under him
maintained its high character. Its columns were always open to tal-
ented writers, ana the editor's purpose was "the entertainment or the
Polite and Inquisitive Part or Mankind 1!
«
.
Boston
'
was not the only town in which the newspapers devel-
oped m this way. The Charleston Gazette contained "social and moral
essays" after the model and style or those. in the Spectator and the
2 £4 |]
Kambler, The annual almanacs that were published from Virginia
northward in all the colonies gave opportunities for the same kind of
writing. borne or them had considerable • literary merit. The alman-
ac or Ames spoken or
.
before > is a conspicuous example. He had the
instinct or a journalist, and his original articles, verse and prose,
are sprightly and vigorous.
.Before the revolutionary period there was practically, nothing
produced 'in America that could survive for its mere • literary quality.
There are three possible exceptions, however, to this general state-
ment. The first are the writings of . William. Byrd or Virginia. lie
was a man or affairs and not a litterateur pr imarily , . but the accounts
that he has left in the form or diaries or journals, or three rather
extended expeditions, have extraordinary merit. They reflect what he
4
himself was, a genial, talented, cultured .English gentleman. His
style* is simple and easy like the English literature of his day.
This came about naturally from his extensive reading* he is witty
and rcrcerul but has not sacrificed refinement.
John bcolman, a Pennsylvania . Quaker , has. been remembered for
his opposition to slavery, .but h& has not .been generally recognized
among early American writers. he h; left a diary, however, that is
or such literary merit to deserve notice. Charles Lamb is said
l^lbed 402. 2,i.icorady 607. o.Ty ler • II. .121
4. Tyler II, 2?1«
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to have advised young authors*, "Get the writings or . John ,Wo©lman by
heart". Another author pronounced the diary as "beyonc comparison
the purest ano. sweetest auto-biography • in the language ''.
The third ana usually the only acknowledged exception is
Franklin's Auto-Biography, it was not written until the provincial
period was past,. but the author is distinctly a colonial product and
his literary style or which the Autobiography » is merely the most
famous example, was formed fifty years . before. .when only . about fif-
teen he read Lhe third volume of the Spectator. the clear, easy
style delighted him and he resolved to .U-n.it ate • it . he worked at 'it
faithfully , i noting the 'ideas, and then trying to develope them as
clearly as they were in his model! He tried various expedients,
such as turning the essays into verse, and then, into prose or his
own. This steady drill, to emulate the work of the great English
essayists was tne. basis or Franklin's • lucid , pleasing style.
Scientific Activity: Great impetus was given during the closing
years or the seventeenth century to scientific investigation. The
work or toyle in chemistry, of .Newton . in physics, and of Kay < in. bot-
any mark the genesis of modern study in those subjects. The Koyal
Society, dating from. 166^, aid much to encourage work along all
these
and other-scientific lines. Largely through.. John ..HintDrop
of Conn-
ecticut, the interest which the establishment or the Society
aroused
in. England was carried to .New .England* .lUnthrop himself was a mem-
ber and when the Society was - incorporated was invited to i become
"its
chief correspondent in the. west". As long as he lived he was
an in-
terested worker for the society, seno.mg.it scientific
specimens and
contributing a number of papers. His son Fitz*J*hn . Winthrop
was
i.Kichardson • 150.
3. Tyler II. 311*
3 Auto-rBiography .74.
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,
also a Fellow or the Society, though .not so renowned a scientist as
his rather.
The study pf physical science seemed x-o .be very coupon in
New . England
,
though it was done only in an observational way« In-
crease Mather formed a scoiety among the Boston bchcols ror the study
and investigation or natural history. Thomas Prince was fond of
scientiric study, .but he did not devote himself . seriously to 'it,
3
Thomas brattle, a. Boston merchant, was a liberal patron or letters
and learning. he was interested in science and wrote two papers on
astronomical subjects which were published 'in the Transactions of the
Society* Jonathan -.Edwards when, a student at xale made an extensive
4
set or notes intended ror the .basis or a. book on physics and astron-
omy, his observations contained original suggestions , .but he devot-
ed himseli so exclusively to metaphysics that he did nothing further
in natural science.
After John . Winthrop , the first man in i.ew England to do
5
much in science, was Paul Dudley. He. was a man or great eruoition
ror besides : being a naturalist, he was an accomplished • lawyer and
something or a theologian. He was a Fellow or the Koyal Society,
elected perhaps .before he returned to America in. 1702, and wrote twe-
lve papers that were published in the Transactions* These papers
show how versatile he . was, for they are (.upon every kind or subject.
Cotton Mather was interested - in science, as a matter, or
course. A paper pf his, Curiosa Americana, was read . before the
Koyal Society, and he was • informed . by the secretary (171b) that he was
tc.be elected to membership. He > immediately planned to set on foot
among the members such "studies as may .be for general Benefit , .and
1*11 id 512, 2. Memorial History or Boston 412. 3. It id 421,
4. Tyler ill* .186, 6 4 Ibid 351, 427,
6»Wenae3jL • Lire or Mather . 244*

hitherto have. been. but, 1 itt lo prosecuted *U .Nothing ever came or his
plans unless 'it was his own. book published in 1721, The christian
Philosopher; a Collection or the. best Discoveries > in Mature with Rel-
igious Improvements, In this he explained the latest facts and the-
ories -in astronomy, meteorology, physics ,. zoology , and ethnology, and
really showeo. a large and minute acquaintance with these subjects.
As a matter of fact, there is considerable coubt whether
Mather was ever really electee, to the Koyal Society, He certainly
thought he had. been and signed himself accordingly. He evidently
received the Transact ions of the society for he read 'in them the acc-
ounts or 'inoculation in the orient, .Whether he was, or was. not.
a
member, the fact remains thai- he was an ardent student or science,
though all-in his own pedantic way.
A very different type or scholar was .John
.
winthrop of the
Massachusetts family, or
.
John . ftinthrop or Harvard as he was ramiliar-
j
ly called jbecause for forty years he was professor or mathematics
and. natural philosophy at that college. For extent and depth or lea-
rning, in his special departments he was unexcelled, and. besides he was
tnoroughly versed'in history , literature
,
theology, languages, and
politics. His lire was given to research and oral teaching, yet he
wrote a number of. small volumes upon scientific subjects, called for-
th, by such phenomena as earth
.
quakes
,
comets, and meteors.
"All things considered he was probably the most syraetrical
example
.
both of scientific and literary culture produced -in America
during the colonial time; a thinker and a writer. born and .bred • in
a
province , .but neither in thought nor in speech provincial; an Amer-
ican student or nature, who stayed at home, and. bringing hurope and
the universe to his own door, mace himself cosmopolitan'1
2
Great interest > m gardening was aroused in England . by Will-
iam III, This enthusiasm led in time to the discovery or . new ways
or doing things and the methods or agriculture were > improved. The
•1. Tyler II, 515 ^Leckyl, 567,
s
-,41-
Rev, .Jared .Eliot P,K*S« or Connecticut, was < interested > in such ques-
tions and arter his extensive travel in Europe brought .back t he .best
practices or good agriculture that the Old. world afforded. One of
them was the sowing or clover ror the recuperative!' - impoverished soil*
In - 1748 .Eliot published an essay on B'ield Husbandry j in :New. England
,
and during the next
.
quarter century, the applicants ror masters' de-
grees at Harvard:- in. seven different years haa their theses in the
general subject, "Is Agriculture a greater . benelit to the Country
than Commerce", answering . always - in the affirmative,
The enthusiasm lor gardening aroused . by . William; IJI« also led
to the - introduction or many new species or plants and trees from the
Indies and .from America, This, or course , furthered the interest in
botany that the work or John Kay had aroused! The .new forms or veg-
etation interested the settlers coming to America, they sent speci-
mens. back to. England, and so those or kindred minds . in the two coun-.
tries were kept - in communication.
.John canister was the earliest botanist enthusiast in Amer-
ica, Be was an. English clergyman who came out to the . West Indies
and then on to Virginia. In- 1680 he sent to John Kay A catalogue
or
the Plants or Virginia, and upon his death (about 1700) he left un-
iinished a natural history or that colony. Some papers or his are J
contained m the Transactions or the Koyal Society although he was
probably . not a member.
.John Clayton, a physician and a. botanist, was. in Virginia
from 1706 to. 1775. He enlarged . Banister » s catalogue or Plants,
con-
tributed papers to the Transactions and was. in correspondence
with
•Linnaeus and Gronovins. Almost contemporary with him was
another
physician, John Mitchell, *.R*8« He published a treatise upon bot-
any which he sent abroad to prominent men and to
learned societies,
l.wee\den II, 68b. ^.Lecky I, 569,
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together with botanical specimens,
^
the distinguished Alexander Garden, alreacty mentioned, was
another devotee or. botany. lie made extended trips into the remoter
parts or eolith Carolina to study vegetation ana gave all his spare
time to the study. He was recognized as a scholar by Linnaeus who
in his classification named a shrub in the doctor's honor, Gardenia
In ,17?2 he was electea Fellow 'in the Koyal society, and alter his
return to England he was one or the council, and later one or its
vice-presidents.
All things considered, perhaps , .John . bartram, the Quaker nat-
utalist, was the greatest 01 American botanists. without Garden's
advantages to. begin upon, he worked ana studied patiently and was
6/
pronounced .by Linnaeus , "the greatest natural botanist an the world
1
'
He rounaed at his home near x°hilao.elphia the first . botanical garden
in America, He made two extended trips upon scientific explorations
one . in 1745 north through Pennsylvania and .New "Xork as far as Lake
Ontario, and in 1765 anc. 6 south through the Floridas. The rare
plants that he round • in his travels he planted i In his own .botanical
garden, and sent either seeds or them or fresh roots to. England*
He did .not write much:but published . a small -book or narra-
tion and description upon each or his long expeditions. Kalm, the
Swedish naturalist, criticized these books, saying they contained lew
observations, .but he adaed that Mr, Bertram's merit should nct .be
judjed.by his publications lor "they contain. but a thcusandeth part o
the great knowledge that he has acquired - in .natural philosophy and
5
history.
Two or Charleston's early physicians maintained close rela-
tions with the Mother country. Medical writings, statical experi-
ments, and meteorlogical observations of -John Lining' s were . all pub-
l.liccrady 416, 3*'i'yler 514. 5. Pinker-ton XIII.
4.1/lcCraay 414,
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•lished'in the"TransactiQns ,, These won tor him considerable i'ame in
Europe, and »in. 1753 he published an accurate history of yellow iever
which was the first account of that disease -in America. Lionel
Chalmers was almost equally famous. he recorded extended weather
observations, and sent articles to the Medical society of London.
His most valuable work was an essay in 1776. in which he unfolded the
spasmodic theory of fever 3.
.William. Byrd was a Fellow or the Koyal Society, probably el-
ectee in -1696 during his first stay in England, as his good friend
Sir Robert Southwell was president or the Society at that time,
byrd was a keen observer, and though. not a technical scientist, his
writings abound with mention of natural history phenomena. his his-
tory of the Dividing Line was in. England with a freind'in manuscript
a. number of years. Mark Catesby, the naturalist saw it and compli-
mented it very highly.
So far as is known .byrd contributed . but one article to the
itoyal Scoiety,.but he received and preserved the Transact ions and al-
ways valued very highly his connection with the Society. In 1741 he
3
wrote to Sir bans Sloane, president .for that yea::
1
,
''I take . u - a litt-
le unkindly that my name is left out of the yearly List of the Royal
Society, of which I have the honor of .being one of its ancient mera-
.bers. I suppose my long absence has made your Secretarys rank me in
the .number or the dead; .but pray let them know 1 1 am alive, and by the
help of Ginseng hope to survive some yesrs longer 1'.
The greatest man in the colonies in scientific pursuits was
benjamin Franklin. he was widely repri. in many subjects ,. but philoso
ptoy anri physical science interested him most. Books of this charac
ter prevailed to a great extent in the Philadelphia Library of which
l.Iiit 415. 2. Writings of William Byrd LXXIJU
3. nil XLVIII. 4. Franklin's Auto-biography

he was an important controlling factor. During his first visit to
. 1
.England he had met some prominent men^and-in the .Junto Glub . scient if-
• ic questions were often discussed.
Franklin* s name • is • inseparably connected with his great dis-
coveries in eleotricitv. He first .became < interested - in electricity
2
in 1746 upon seeing. some experiments . by a Dr. Spence, lately arrived
from Scotland. Then, or within a year or two, he purchased Dr. Spen-
cers apparatus and about the. same time the Library company received
from their good friend Peter Collinson, a glass tube and directions
how to use it -in making experiments. Franklin repeated those that
he had seen Dr. Spence perform at Boston and devisee, others. People
in general .became > interested , and a Mr. .Kimmers ley; procured some appa-
ratus and went throughout the country, showing experiments and deliv-
ering lectures prepared. by Franklin. The latter continued his exper-
iments diligently, keeping his friend Collinson, himself a scientist
of some .note , closely informed of his progress. Finally, his experi-
ments culminated • in the famous key and kite experiment and "the -ligh-
tning was chained 1'. The Roval Society at once elected him to its
membership and. besides awarded him the Copley gold medal for his
special achievments.
The subiect of * inoculation for small-pox is a phase of scien-
tific development and was the subject of much discussion in both n.ng-
land and the colonies. The practice was introduced into England -in
the second decade .by Lady Mary .Wortley Montagu! who had. become famil-
iar with-it during her residence >in Adrianople. but even then -it
was : not commonly practiced in. England for a . number of years. As ear-
• ly as, 1715 a Greek physician had communicated to Da?* .woodward. an
.latid 89-90. Silbid 276. 3. Auto-Biography 280, Gentle-
man', Magazine 53:587. 4. Palfrey IV. 414.
5. Letters of Lady Montagu! I, 308, 352, 461.
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account of the success pf > inoculation or > ingrafting > in the .East
.
1
The account was printed-in the Transactions of the itoyal Society. but
.no further notice was taken or 'it*
Cotton Mather in America, read it and stored - it
. up in his
capacious memory. .when small-pox .began to . spread • in Boston early in
2
.1721, he recorded in his diary, May 26, "The practice of conveying
and .suffering the . small-pox .by Inoculation has never .been used in Amer
• ica, nor indeed • in the Ration, but how many-lives might.be saved. by
,it I will—consult our physicians, andlay the matter .before
them 1'* He at once sent letters and reprints of the account < in the
Transactions to the medical men of Boston,. but they aid. not respond,
so he communicated personally with Dr. Zabdiel boylston.
This open-minded man was convinced that the plan was well-
worth trying, and accordingly inoculated his servants and children.
The practiceyon the whole, had good results from the start. Still
there was tremendous opposition to it. The one . newspaper , the .News-
Letter i boldly upheld boylston, .but the .JNew .England Courant started
with. its chief object to oppose the whole practice. William Douglass
a Scotch physician denounced Mather ana boylston most . bitterly and
was probably one of the anonymous contributors to the Courant, Kob-
ert Caler who had condemned the Mathers sever ly for their stand-in the
4
witch craft trials now upheld them:just as . strongly . , Benjamin Colman
also threw his 'influence for . inoculation.
The controversy waged hotly for about two years and then died
down. The practice was generally considered . beneficial in Boston
,
as Thomas Prince took pains to. show with carefully gathered statis-
ts
tics. Dr.. Boylston was regarded as an authority on the subject of
.1. Palfrey IV. 414. 2. Life of Mather '6. Memorial His-
tory of. Boston 421. 4.1bii 422.
5. Gent leman's Magazine 53 : 414.
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^inoculation and when he visited .England > in . 1?25, he. was received
with great honor and elected Fellow of the Royal Society,
Fine Arts: In the barbaric conditions in which the first Ameri-
can settlers found themselves they paid little attention to the finer
things of civilized life. But .by the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury they were .beginning to cultivate the. fine arts. The Pev. And-
rew burnaby of England visited America - in . 1759-9. He landed -in York,
spent several months in Virginia and then travelled northward, visit-
ing. all the colonies except Connecticut. He kept a faithful account
of his journeys and his general > impressions. Of nearly every colony
he Trade some such remark as, "The progress of the .arts and. sciences
2
has. been very » inconsiderable !f, or, "The arts and sciences are yetm
their infancy 11 .
At the same time he commended the schools and libraries that
hadibeen established, and was hopeful that those - institutions would
effect great improvements. Philadelphia and boston were the two
towns for which he could say a little more. Or the former he wrote,
"some few persons have discovered a taste for music and painting.
Philosophy has made considerable progress and is daily gaining gro-
und". In boston, "The arts and sciences have made greatest progress
there, the public .buildings are more elegant, and there -is a more
general turn for music, painting and the .belles letters"
,
The Carolinas were .not visited .by burnaby . .North Carolina
would probafcly have fallen lower . in his estimation than Rhode ' Island
,
while Charleston would have risen to the plane of boston and Phila-
celphia. To.be sure, the southern ciLy had : no . University . but many
of her people went abroad for their educations, and there were
pri-
l.Pinkerton XIII. - 701-52.
4.Ilid.751,
aabi i 7i4.
5,11 vi 747,
S.Itii 750.
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vate teachers in the colony, St. Cecelia's Day was celebrated in
'
. 1
that cityin 175? and a permanent St. Cecelia Society was organized
as a result. Music had. been taught in the colony even.berore that,
and. by the middle of the century instrumental lessons were given on
the harpsichord, spinet, violin, violin-cello, the guitor and the
rlute.
Still as.Burnaby observed the arts were only in their i infan-
cy. Smibert was the only man > in the colonies down to the end of the
provincial period to devote himself to painting. He was an English
artist whom, Berkeley had met -in Italy and had persuaded to accept the
3
Professorship of Fine Arts 'in the prospective Bermuda College.
After . Berkeley returned to. England Smibert settled permanently > in Bos-
ton where he worked chiefly in painting portraits for the wealthy mer-
chant aristocracy. Still he furnished some inspiration for the na-
tive painters, Copley and.ttest who come into prominence during a la-
ter period.
There were nrobafjly some few isolated pictures that were
4
really good. burnaby discovered in .New .Jersey , "some portraits
of Van Dyke and several small Dutch paintings'!, such instances as
these were probably exceptional.
There was no sculpture in the provincial times, and scarcely
5
.
any ornamental . architecture, .Eliza Lucas pronounced St. Phillip s
Church* in Charleston very elegant. .Burnaby commented upon the pub-
lic
.
buildings in the colonies he visited. but round little to commend.
King's College when finished he thought would.be "exceedingly hand-
some", and King's Chapel, boston, "fitted up. in Corinthian taste" he
declared "exceedingly elegant". The Redwood Library building was or
,l«McCrady 528. g.Frazer . 189. 5,It>d.l53.
4»Pinkerton XIII. ?34. 5. Journal and Letters of £liza Lucas, 1?.
6.rinkerton XIII. 757, 7.ItVi 740.
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1
Lhe pure Doric order and he .judged it , "by.no means - inelegant "
.
Social Customs: She first generation alter the Restoration » in Eng-
land, saw. a violent re-action from the strictness or the Puritan reg-
ime, The excesses wore themselves out in time but . before they did
so their • influence hao. reached even America. A little earlier, dur-
ing the Commonwealth, a considerable number of Cavaliers had emigrated
to the .New .World, settling particularly in Virginia. Social condi-
tions in that colony were very . bad at the close of the seventeenth
and at the beginning of the eighteenth centuries. The church itself
was on a low plane, the ministers often. being of the lowest and most
corrupt class of men. In spite of such a state of affairs the social
life in Virginia presented a. bright side even as early as. 1722.
.Williamsburg, the capital and social center, was very gay at certain
seasons. The several good families that lived there dressed and. be-
haved "exactly as the gentry in London". when the Assembly was in
session the planters came into the town ana there were part ies , .balls
and entertainments of all kinds. Hugh. Jones said there were as
splendid entertainments in Gov. Spotswoods time as he had ever seen
'6
anywhere
.
Hew England, on the other hand, hao. maintained her strict
Puritanism entirely intact until the . beginning of the royal regime.
Then the later . English customs . began to creep in gradually, .but they
were so. steadily opposed. by the older and more conservative Puritans,
that any change . in the city as. a. whole was very slow. Around the
royal governor, to.be sure, there was in time a little ; bit of social
life that resembled a miniature court, _and at King's Chapel there
was a State-pew with canopy and drapery. The establishment of the
. 1. Ibid- 740. 2. Present State of Virginia 32, b.It.Vd
31,
4. Memorial History of Boston 66.
5.HVd 92.
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Anglican Church meant too, the observance of church days, celebration
or Christmas and many customs hitherto unknown in boston, Samuel
Sewall always . noted these in his diary with regret and considered
them evidence that . simplicity and morality were on a rapid decline.
Those manners and customs that were not felt to. belong to the
Anglican Church were more readily accepted » in , Boston. Moreover, the
younger generation- were more tolerant ana. by the middle or the cen-
tury there was a. broader spirit and a more cosmopolitan atmosphere in
the town. Jiven as early as. 1720 Daniel freal had written that "in
Dress, Tables, and Conversation, they affect to.be as. English as poss-
3
able; there is no Fashion in London, but is to .be seen in Boston 1 '
.
Thomas Amory about the same time said of .Boston that it was "a line
4
place of great trade and good conversation" , and , "people live hand-
somely here without fear of anything". Still Boston remained a
6
.
Puritan city with Puritan characteristics. Burnaby ' summed up his
impressions or the people as follows- "The character or the inhabi-
tants is much improved, in comparison of what at was; .but Puri-
tanism and a spirit of persecution is not yet totally extinguished.
The gentry are hospitable and good-natured; there is an air of civil-
.ity-in their . behavior , . but it is constrained by formality and preci-
sions" .
Rhode Island was not a Puritan colony and the .ftarragansett
planters maintained a society similar to the English country gentle-
men from whom they were descended. The fox chase ana fowling were
favorite sport s. And there were races, pleasure excursions, and
festivities of all kinds.
t
-1. Sewall Diary. 167, 368. 2. Present State or new England II.
chapter. 14. 3. American history by Contemporar-
ies II. 53. 4.'weeden II. 554. 5.IUd 565.
6*Pinkerton XIII. 747. , 7.1razer . ioS-9.
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Smith in Ms history Of iNew York. 1756 speaks or clubs, con-
. 1
certs, assemblies ana other entertainments. The won,en are spoken oi
as comely; dressing well, and. net to.De charged with the practice or
gaming, and then, fWe rollow the London rashions, though. by the time
we adopt them, they .become disused in ningland'U
. burnaby spoke most highly or the social life in Philadelphia
and particularly commended the women, saying they "are exceedingly
handsome and polite, ana without flattery, many or them would not
'6
make bad figures even, in the first assemblies > in .Europe 'l*
4
, William i Byrd wrote to a London friend, Twe that are. banished
from those Polite Pleasures (London society) are forced to take up
with rural entertainments. A Library, a Garden, a crove, and a rurl-
mg Stream-are the .innocent Scenes that Divert our - Leisure f< 'i'his
might all.be true or lire on the plantations, but the scenes > in .Will-
• lamsburg described above, by Hugh .Jones - in - 1724 were just the same, or
more elaborate .by the end or the provincial period.
As South Carolina was on mere intimate terms with England
than were most or the colonies, the .social life > in Charleston was
5
nearer that or London. The Carolinas were rone oi .British manners
even to excess. Tailors ana milliners came from England and. brought
itnglish rashions with them. The organization or the household was
Lnglish with the few necessary changes for local conditions. Such
sports as deer-hunting and horse-racing were carried on • in the good
old unglish style. Luring the summer when the planters rlockedintc
Charleston, concerts and public. balls were very common. .Eliza-Lucas
jrinkney who had • lived » in t both the .West > Indies and in .England , • in her
•letters always mentioned Charleston as a "gay" or a "polite" place,
and the people as "agreeable", "genteel", or "much to the English taste
1. Valentine 30S, a.Ibid 502. 3,Pinkerton XIII, 7-1.
4. writings or William . Byrd LXXJt, 6,McCrady 613^25.
6,Journal and Letters or Eliza Pinkney 6, 1?, 24,
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The theater played an • important part in the social- life > in
jinglana, ana -it was not wanting • in -America, In Charleston it was
much patronized and was an important .institution. The earliest date
or the theater in that city is .not known, .but the new theater was
opened • in 1756. The current .English plays were presented as the
.newspapers show. The Orphan (1660) was played > in . 1725 and Addison's
Cato ( 1717) in .1737. In May. 1774 -a complete • list or the fifty-eight
plays presented .between December 22nd, and May 23rd, was printed.
The • list > included ten or Shakespeare's plays ana. such others as the
i Beggar Opera first played 'in. England 'in. 1728 t The Mourning Bride
.1697, west Indian Fair Penitent , 1703, and She Stoops to Conquer ,1773*
This city, so far as the theater is indicative , was surely living the
contemporary .English • life,
Charleston, however, -is only one city. In no other part
of the country was there a similar . state or affairs* True, Hugh
2
.jones mentioned a play-house in. Williamsburg, ana BurnaDy met a com-
pany of . strolling players • in Marlborough, Maryland. he visited thei
play-house and round it "a neat, convenient tobacco-house , well- ; fit-
ted up; for the purpose", hut the first permanent theaters in the
other • leading American cities were. not established until much later
than that in Charleston. Philadelphia, Annapolis, and. Mew iork op-
ened their first theaters in. 1763, In conservative .New .England the
theater did not come until - later
,
' for although the orphan was perform
ed in boston
.
in - 1749, the next year a law was passed forbidding such
performances ana fining. both spectators and actors heavily.
. l,McCrady 526-8. 2. Present State or Virginia 31,
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Chapter III.
From the .English side: The discussion so far has -.been • largely
from the colonial point or view. It will. he necessary also to: find
out the ^attitude or England toward the colonies and how much or a
place they occupied in her attention. Although the colonies were
political dependencies or ungland and most of them were governed by
Officers appointed . by the crown, .England really knew .but • little of
the:. Hugh Jones gave as one reason for his writing his. book that
"lew People < in. England (even many concerned > in publick Affairs of
^
this kind) have correct potions of the true State or the Plantations".
This is not to.be wondered at. conditions in America were utterly
difrerent from what they were accustomed to and they could not really
apprehend what they did hear of the .Mew , world. Moreover, during the
second ouarter or the century the government, or the Duke of Newcastle
who had charge of colonial , affairs , consistently pursued a policy of
^ignoring communications . from the colonies. The £ invasions or the
French, did not efrectually arouse the government. Walpole himself
seemed to consider it a. bore that the. English colonists disputed
with their French .neighbors on .boundary questions. He said neither
siae could occupy. a twentieth part or the territory contended for,
and that the titles or either .nation to the country were mere preten-
sicns, 'In the technical treatises .upon trade and commerce the col-
onies were mentioned, and the necessity of preserving the colonial
trade is urged but that is all that was . said.
The Gentleman's Magazine was first - issued • in . 1731 and in it
there are found a constant ly increasing number or references to Amer-
ica and colonial affairs. Few of them, however are of such a. nature
as tc.be considered evidence or, intellectual contact .between the two
countries. The strife > in several or the colonies .between their
Assemblies ana the royal governors was sometimes discussed at con-
1. Present State or Virginia. 1. a.ttalpole Memoirs of the Reign
of George III, 39? 3,ItVQ 394.
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siderable • length. There were articles that .narrat- ed the . importance
of the colonies to. England and warn of the dangers from France and
5 4
Spain.
.New England was commended for the capture or Louisburg and
Thomas Prince's sermon of thanksgiving upon the victory was printed
5
in full.
Those who were interested- in colonization used the magazine
6
as a means or advertising their projects. Among the lists of ..books
published between
. 1?S1 and. 1?45 there were eleven that haa to do with
the colonies* Of these several were or . such a nature that they too
suggest colonization schemes. Some were descriptive of the natural
features of the country and others were historical. .New maps of
parts of the country were also advertised for sale. There was more
or less written about America, .but most of it seems to have. been
advertising it for exploitation.
There was. some correspondence .between • literary men of the
two continents .but this was very limited and among the literary peo-
ple of the time America scarcely figured at all. The authors of the
Spectator and the Tatler regarded. it as a, far away place, a suitable
location for a fanciful story. The people in England were always
curious about the American - Indians. Thetrcustoms , therefore, were
timely .subjects of two papers. America furnished many new products
to ungland and these were commented . upon , particularly tobacco.
Dean Swift made if" anything fewer references to America
than did Steele and Addison. A few scattered comments are to.be
,11
found upon the. state of religion in the planations, curious customs
l.Gertleman's Magazine , 1: 87 -152 - 218. 25:245, etc, etc.
2,Ib«d 5:714 5. Itid 9:32. 4*Ibid .15:419 - 22, 649.
5. It* I .18:78, .105-?-. 6.1lid 2:886, 969 etc. ^ 25:409-12
?.Ta*ler i, Uo. 4 and Spectator V, b.ItVd III* No. Sb9 ana
Spectator V.T^Ji. 9. Spectator V. . 10. Spectator 5¥j*329,
.11. works of Swift VIII. 5c8-

there, and Great . Britians kindly colonial policy. In the spring Qf
-1709, however, he wrote two -letters to Robert Hunter then a prisoner
in Paris 'in which he urged hunter to "make haste over and get me my
Virginia .bishopric" , and "Friends do not recognize my merits surnc-
iently to keep me here." All my hopes -.now terminate . in my . bishopric
of Virginia", Three years later hunter was governor of. .New Xork and
wrote to Swift that he had purchased a seat for a. bishop and offered
the place to him. Swift does not seem to have responded. It app-
ears as though for the time .being he was piqued at something in.Eng*-
land and anxious to get away, . when . Berkeley was agitating his plan
of a Bermuda college Swift aid not show any particular . interest in
4
the project.
Many people -in England generously seconded the efforts of
Thomas
,
Bray and . Bishop , Berkeley . The money contributed, however, wa
given as charity, or on account of the personal popularity or the co-
llectors. It cannot.be taken as evidence or any wide. spread knowl-
edge of American conditions or even or a general * interest > in them.
Science, is always anxious to hear aoout .new phenomena and to
investigate them. The Western Continent in itself was a wonderful
novelty and everything about . it was of 'interest to scientific men,
.John Kay published in the second volume of his history of Hants, the
Catalogue of the Plants of Virginia that . Banister had sent him. A
good many papers upon plants and animals < in American and upon natural
phenomena were contributed to the Royal Society, ana printed -in their
Transactions. naturalists, however, were not content only to learn
or America in tnat way, so some came to study at first hand. In
those times. botany was only gradually gaining place as a separate
science and was still studied for the most part only. by doctors,
l.Ibid Al, 55, 3«Ibid XII*. 139. a.Ilid
4,1-razer 102.
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The physicians who came to Virginia and 10 South Carolina and who
gave a great oeal oi' their time to the study of plants have .been noted.
There is one English scientist who studied the natural history oi
America but who has not. been mentioned. This -is Mark Catesby. He
was in the .flew .World from. 1710 until .1719 and again- 1722 to 1726.
.Upon his return he published a .Natural history oi the Carolines and
the bahamas. This history • inducted .both animals and plants ana was
embellished with many colored plates. Extracts and cuts from this
work were
.
sometimes maae-in the Gentlemen's Magazine* his work was
considered very good and people were j interested in it.
Not only did the uoyal bociety print articles . sent over, by
colonists , .but the Gent^iman's Magazine which was of a general or
popular nature did also, Thomas Prince compiled . statistics upon
tne practice or inoculation in Boston and showed that it was more
generally practiced ana more .successful there than • in England. The
editor commented
.
at the close oi the article that the mother might.be
instructed ; by the daughter. in that > instance. Meteorological statis-
5
tics and observations sent over, by the colonists were also printed.
In - 1765 . J^ohn and . William . Bartrasu sent over , seeds of one hundred diff-
erent kinds or trees, and a list of the varieties oi trees was pub-
4
-lished-in the Magazine* The account stated the seeds were sent to
"their correspondents" as though the.bartrams were .» in regular communi-
cation with some one < in .linglana. It might have, been the itoyal Soc-
iety or just some private individual.
.England inot only printed the colonial art icies . upon . science
or. natural history as the term then was,. but she gave some men from
the colonies still further recognition* A number have . been noted
upon whom was. bestowed the henorfc or membership^ in the hoyal Society,
L. Gentleman's Magazine 19:^07, 446. 20:50. ;;2:500, 564, 474.
2.1bia 55:414. 5<Ittu 53sl21, 55:529.
4 j IV id 24J66.
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than which. in Lhe scientific world, there was.no greater honor. Lin-
ing ana Garden or South Carolina were somewhat famous • in a scientific
way and John bartranr was highly commended .by Kalm, and mace American
.botanist to George III.
Most or the scientific matter contributed by America to the
Old. world was descriptive -information, \ based upon pure observation.
The colonies produced one man, however, who really added . some i new
knowledge to the world* This was Benjamin Franklin whose wonderful
discoveries > in regard to electricity influenced not only England ,. but
all or Eurpoe. 'In. fact, Franklin was famous* is France . before Eng-
land seemed to comprehend the greatness and meaning of his discovery,
franklin had kept his friend Collinson - informed of his experiments as
they progressed. Collinson was a member of the noyal Society and
sent ^'fetters to it. but they were .not deemed worthy of publication.
A paper Frank! in- wrote on the Sameness gf- Mghtming with. Electricity
and sent to the Society through another friend, Dr. Mitchell, was
laughed at. by the members. Still another friend, Dr. Fothergill,
heard of the letters and papers and - interested himself in having them
published in a pamphlet. Additional letters and papers were added
to it from time to time until it .became a quarto volume which had
rive editions.
At first, however,- it was little noticed in England. Count
de . Buffon of Paris .became > interested j in . it and had - it translated to
French. The new theories set forth. by Franklin were opposed. by some
conservatives, .but the. book was also translated > into » Italian and
German and the doctrine it contained was. by degrees universally adopt-
ed. by the philosophers of .Europe. In the meant ime, .England was
.brought to a realization of the greatness of the man . whom she. seemed
.I.Tyler II. 514. 2. Franklin's Auto-Biography 2?6.
3.1tid 878. 4. Ibid 279.
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to ignore. An English physician then at Paris wrote home to the Koy-
al Society of the high esteem . in . which Franklin was held in France*
The Society reconsidered his communications. They were summarized
and printed in the Transactions, accompanied . by an eulogy. upon the
author, kis experiments were verified and the Society honored him
.by election to -its membership and presented him with the Copley Medal
.besides. From that time on Franklin was known ana honored through-
out the world.
General Conclusion: Nominally, there was close political connec-
tion .between England and America,. but the wholesome neglect pursued
for the most part by the British government permitted the colonies
to gain much from their intercourse with England and yet to develop
naturally and independently. During the period there was a growing
demand for. books and schools evidencing on the part of the colonists
a craving for intellectual life. They looked to England for sugges-
tion and encouragement, and many generous hands were held cut to help
them. In one sense all . intellectual life > in America was. a reaching
out toward or a contact with England, .but the point -is, was there dir
ect transfer of thought and was there immediate contact. In consid-
ering such a question the fact must . be borne in mind that in the
eighteenth century there were not the multitude of .books and papers
there are now, and that means of communication were very much slower
indeed. Making due allowances for such conditions, an effort will
.be made to sum up the facts that have really indicated intellectual
contact
.
In matters of social custom the colonists for the most part
followed England as closely as they could in their different environ-
ment. Ey the middle of the century the social institutions in some
of the provincial towns had reached an elegance that compelled ac-
knowledgement from English travellers. In fine Arts the colonies
did nothing, but England herself was preeminently a commercial and
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• industrial nation; and even the closest intercourse with her would
not have. been very inspirational ior the colonies in sculpture, music,
and ' in painting.
.Education.' in America followed the same lines as in England.
The great object of the colleges was to fill the ranks of the minis-
try, and all education was largely controlled . by the ecclesiastical
authorities. The curricula of the institutions for higher learning
consisted mostly of courses in Hebrew and the classics and. in divin-
ity, with some attention to mathematics and philosophy. The polite
branches of learning were .beginning to find a foot-hold, and the mul-
tiplication of .newspapers did much to further education. Thus the
provinvials were kept reasonably well-informed upon contemporary Eur-
opean affairs and were - influenced accordingly.
The Ancient classics and theological . books predominated • in
all libraries , but that was. not different from libraries in England.
Besides there were the. late authorities in Mathematics and the natur-
al sciences, together with a fair representation of the poets and
dramatists of the Restoration, the essayists of .Queen Anne's reign,
and in a very few instances the latest form of literature , the novel
•
The early American poets reflect the English school which they foll-
owed and clergymen and few other colonial writers modelled their pro-
ductions upon the clear compact prose of the English essayists.
The strict intolerant Puritan spirit was replaced. by a more
kindly one. The transformation was gradual and though partly caused
.by it, was not the radical re-action of the Restoration period in
England. America* s one philsopher and her men of science, to a con-
siderable extent, proceeded along the same lines as their fellow
workers in England. As the scientists in the home country depended
largely for their information of the New . ftorld upon the American
workers, they learned to know and respect them. And finally AmeriGa
produced one scientist whose theories and discoveries were heralded
over Europe and accepted throughout the civilized world.
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In conclusion, then, the tendency, so far as conditions per-
mitted, was for the colonies to copy after or to approach the civil-
ization or culture, of the mother country. In all this, however, the
intellectual contact . between the two countries was very incomplete.
Any movement in the colonies was usually at the very. best almost a
generation
.
behind its counterpart in England. Eesides physical con-
ditions rarely permitted the fullest spread and development or any
intellectual movement. A limited . number of men were entirely cosmo-
politan, and although they exerted a powerful influence they could
not transform the whole. The intellectual contact then was for the
most part in isolated instances and to a limited extent.
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